Student Initiates a Change Major Request

- PENDING
  - Change is WITHIN college
    - Student is ADMISSIBLE
      - COMPLETED
      - SEND REGTR
      - Needs Info
    - Change is BETWEEN colleges
      - Student is ADMISSIBLE
      - COMPLETED
      - SEND REGTR
      - Needs Info
    - Student is NOT admissible to the major or minor
      - DEFER
      - SEND REGTR
      - Needs Info
    - Must wait until a later date to make a decision (e.g., end of the semester)
      - DEFER
      - SEND REGTR
      - Needs Info
  - Student is NOT admissible to the major or minor
    - DENY
    - DEFER
    - SEND REGTR
    - Needs Info
  - There are multiple majors or minors requested
    - Multi Major
      - Reassign to First Advisor
        - Approved, Denied, OR Deferred
        - Details in “Comments”
      - Reassign to Second Advisor
        - Approved, Denied, OR Deferred
        - Details in “Comments”
      - Reassign to Third Advisor (if applicable)
        - Approved, Denied, OR Deferred
        - Details in “Comments”
      - Final Action taken by the LAST advisor in list
        - DEFER
        - DENY
        - SEND REGTR
        - Needs Info

Another advisor/faculty member makes the decision

You make the decision.